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In This Stage: Job Selection
A little known fact: A fork can paralyze a person.
The fact is that in any adventure a fork in the path requires decision, and that can be 
intimidating. Should I choose the left fork or the right? The broad or the narrow? The high 
or the low?
Panic sets in. Breathing gets difficult. And often, avoiding, ignoring, neglecting or 
procrastinating are, well, just eaSIer. So you let weeks go by without making a decision. 
Bad idea.
In this stage, you’ll walk through exercises to help you gain perspective and see where the 
opportunities will lead you. You’ll evaluate the information you’ve gathered, think through 
the offers and evaluate the best fit for you and your family based on your priorities and 
goals. 
Then, you’ll know and can decide with confIdence.
The fork lies ahead. March on.
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The best fit
Throughout. this. guidebook,. the. concept. of. “besT fiT”. has. been. mentioned. several. times.. When. it. comes. to.
making. the. decision. of. which. job. offer. you. will. accept,. keep. in. mind. the. best. fit. for. both. parties:. you. and. the.
hospital/group.you.will.be.working.with..

Job. offers. for. physicians. tend. to. be. more. complex. than. in. many. other. professions. because. of. the. nature. of.
the. work. and. the. high. risk. associated. with. compensation,. malpractice,. etc.. In. this. stage,. we. will. review. three.
areas.you.need. to.evaluate. in.order. to.make.a.decision. that.you.can. feel.confident.about,.and. that.meets.your.
best-fit. criteria:. personal. values. and. priorities,. “must. have”. physician. leadership. competencies. (non-clinical),.
and.compensation.packages.

revisiting Personal values and Priorities
The. time. and. effort. you. invested. in. completing. the. exercises. and. assessments. in. Stage. 4. now. comes. full.
circle.. In. case. you. haven’t. completed. Stage. 4,. we. recommend. that. you. do. so. before. proceeding.. At. a.
minimum,. complete. the. priority. worksheets.. Gaining. insight. from. your. responses. will. help. you. tremendously.
during.the.decision-making.process.

Keep. an. open. mind. when. comparing. offers,. and. make. sure. that. money. doesn’t. drive. the. overall. decision..
Compensation.is.important,.but.ignoring.values.and.priorities.can.result.in.disconTenTmenT,.frusTraTion.
and. resenTmenT.. As. a. result,. you. may. be. miserable. and. feel. trapped. in. a. position,. or. you. may. decide. to.
quit.after.a.year.or.two.and.look.for.a.new.job.—.which.causes.stress.as.well.

As. you. compare. offers,. consider. these. life. and.
career.questions:

•. Life. Buckets:. How. do. these. offers.
support.my.needs,.wants.and.dreams?.

•. Core. Values:. Which. offer(s). allow. me. to.
fulfill.my.core.values?.

•. Life. Purpose:. Which. offer(s). support. my.
life.purpose.and.enable.me.to.fulfill.it?

•. Priorities:. Which. offer(s). match. my.
highest. priority. items. (location,. quality.
of.life,.etc.)?

51%. of. physicians. surveyed.
cite. poor. cultural. fit. in. their.
community. as. a. reason. to.
relocate.8
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Assuming. you’ve. received. offers. through. letters. of. intent. or. you’ve. identified. top. contenders. based. on.
interviews,.you’re.now.ready.to.step.back.and.conduct.a.side-by-side.comparison.of.each.opportunity.

On. the. following. pages,. there. are. three. worksheets.. One. allows. you. to. compare. offers. as. they. relate. to. your.
personal. values. and. priorities.. Another. will. help. you. determine. which. ones. offer. the. opportunity. to. continue.
to. develop. your. professional. competencies.. The. last. allows. you. to. compare. compensation. packages..
Separating. compensation. from. the. other. areas. of. comparison. enables. you. to. more. objectively. evaluate. the.
importance.and.impact.of.life.and.money.decisions.

Personal values and PrioriTies WorKsheeT insTrucTions

Follow.these.steps.in.completing.the.personal.values.and.priorities.worksheet.on.the.following.page.

sTeP insTrucTions
1.. Job.offers.and.

possibilities
At. the. top. of. the. worksheet,. list. the. hospital. or. group. name. for. up. to. three. job.
offers. or. possibilities. you. are. considering.. If. you. have. more. than. three,. then.
pick.the.top.three.contenders.or.expand.the.worksheet.

2.. Values.and.priorities In. the. left-hand. column,. list. up. to. 10. important. values. or. priorities. that. will.
impact. your. decision.. Use. the. suggestions. provided. beneath. the. chart. or.
refer.to.the.Stage.4.worksheets.to.decide.on.what.to.include.

3.. Importance In. the. importance. column,. rate. the. level. of. importance. for. each. value. or.
priority.on.a.scale.from.1.to.5.(1.=.not.very.important;.5.=.absolutely.critical).

4.. Probability In. the. probability. column,. rate. the. likelihood. that. each. offer. or. possibility. will.
fulfill. each. value. or. priority. on. a. scale. of. 1. to. 5. (1. =. very. little. chance. the. value.
or.priority.will.be.fulfilled;.5.=.no.doubt.the.value.or.priority.will.be.fulfilled).

5.. Quantify.each.value.
and.priority

For. each. value. and. priority,. multiply. the. importance. number. by. the. probability.
number.and.enter.the.result.in.the.subtotal.column.for.each.hospital/group..For.
example,. if. you. ranked. location. as. a. “5”. in. importance. and. a. “3”. in. probability,.
its.quantifiable.value.is.15.

6.. Totals Add. the. subtotals. for. each. hospital/group,. and. enter. the. sums. at. the. bottom.
of.the.chart.

7.. Compare.totals Compare. the. totals. of. each. hospital/group.. Note. which. one. has. the. highest.
total.. imPorTanT: This. does. not. mean. that. you. should. accept. the. position.
with. the. highest. number.. Complete. the. other. two. worksheets. and. evaluate. all.
aspects.before.making.the.final.decision.
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Personal values & 
PrioriTies WorKsheeT

hospital/Group #1 hospital/Group #2 hospital/Group #3

values & Priorities *
importance 

(1-5)
Probability 

(1-5)
subtotal Probability 

(1-5)
subtotal Probability 

(1-5)
subtotal

Example: Geographic location 5 3 15 2 10 4 20

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Totals #1:  #2:  #3:

*. Consider. your. Life. Buckets. (needs,. wants,. dreams),. core. values,. life-purpose. statement,. and. priorities.
(geographic.location,.quality.of.life,.practice.setting,.work.environment,.and.daily.work).
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revisiting Physician leadership competencies
As. discussed. in. Stage. 2,. there. are. competencies. that. every. physician. must. possess. and. continue. to. develop.
throughout. his. or. her. career.. In. the. worksheet. below,. rate. the. degree. to. which. you. believe. each. offer. or.
possibility. will. allow. you. to. both. demonstrate. as. well. as. develop. each. of. the. five. competencies. (1. =. no.
opportunity;.5.=.significant.opportunity)..When.you.finish,.add.up.the.totals.for.each.hospital/group.

PhYsician leadershiP 
comPeTencies WorKsheeT

hospital/Group #1 hospital/Group #2 hospital/Group #3

Physician competencies

opportunity to 
demonstrate & develop 

(1-5)

opportunity to 
demonstrate & develop  

(1-5)

opportunity to 
demonstrate & develop  

(1-5)

Patient centric: Focus.on.the.
patient;.understand.and.effectively.
communicate.the.impact.on.the.
patient.for.every.decision

business acumen: Have.working.
knowledge.of.the.world.of.medicine.
from.a.business.perspective;.
understand.cost.drivers,.financial.
implications
Team focus: Collaborate,.build.
cohesion,.communicate.effectively.to.
non-physician.leaders

facilitator of change: Seek.out.
differing.points.of.view;.encourage.
active.discourse;.bring.out.the.best.in.
the.team

systems/strategic Thinking: 
Understand.roles.inside.a.complex.
system;.develop.a.strategic.mindset.
and.methodology.for.leading.
complex.organizational.systems

Totals #1: #2: #3:
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revisiting compensation Packages
Follow.these.steps.to.complete.the.compensation.package.worksheet.that.begins.on.the.following.page:

sTeP insTrucTions
1.. Importance In. the. importance. column,. rate. the. level. of. importance. for. each. compensation.

and. benefits. element. on. a. scale. from. 1. to. 5. (1. =. not. very. important;. 5. =.
absolutely.critical)..

2.. Offer Fill. in. the. base. salary,. signing. bonus. (if. applicable),. loan. repayment. plan. (if.
applicable),.and.productivity.compensation.for.each.hospital/group..

For.each.benefits.element,.record.the.dollar.value.of.the.offer.for.each.hospital/
group.. For. example,. for. paid. time. off,. calculate. one. week’s. pay,. and. then.
multiply. the. amount. by. the. number. of. weeks. of. paid. time. off. offered.. Although.
you.will.need. to.do.some.calculations. to.quantify. this.way,.doing.so.allows.you.
to.compare.offers.more.easily..

If. both. you. and. the. employer. contribute. an. amount. in. a. particular. area,. such.
as. health. insurance,. record. both. numbers,. and. then. subtract. your. contribution.
from.the.employer’s.for.the.total.monetary.value.

3.. Satisfaction On. a. scale. from. 1. to. 5. (1. =. not. acceptable;. 5. =. very. satisfied),. rate. each.
compensation. and. benefits. item. offered. by. each. hospital/group.. By. assessing.
the. satisfaction. level,. you. will. be. able. to. identify. items. that. you. would. like. to.
negotiate.. (Remember. that. not. all. items. are. negotiable,. depending. on. the.
hospital/group.and.their.employment.policies.)

4.. Subtotal Now. multiply. the. importance. number. by. the. satisfaction. number. for. each.
element. and. enter. the. result. in. the. subtotal. column. for. each. hospital/group..
For. example,. if. you. ranked. base. salary. as. a. “5”. in. importance. and. a. “3”. in.
satisfaction.with.a.particular.offer,.its.quantifiable.value.is.15.

5.. Totals At. the. bottom. of. the. table,. add. the. subtotals. from. compensation. and. benefits.
to.calculate.a.monetary.and.satisfaction.total.for.each.offer..
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comPensaTion 
PacKaGe 
WorKsheeT

hospital/Group #1 hospital/Group #2 hospital/Group #3

compensation 
importance 

(1-5)
Offer Satisfaction 

(1-5)
Subtotal Offer Satisfaction 

(1-5)
Subtotal Offer Satisfaction 

(1-5)
Subtotal

Base.salary.(first-year.
wages)

Signing.bonus

Loan.repayment

Productivity.
compensation.
(gross.charges,.net.
collections,.RVUs)

compensation subtotal

benefits
importance 

(1-5)
Offer Satisfaction 

(1-5)
Subtotal Offer Satisfaction 

(1-5)
Subtotal Offer Satisfaction 

(1-5)
Subtotal

Paid.time.off

Relocation.package

Temporary.housing

Pension/retirement.
plan/401(k)

Health.insurance

Dental.insurance

Life.insurance

benefits Page 1 subtotal
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comPensaTion 
PacKaGe 
WorKsheeT

hospital/Group #1 hospital/Group #2 hospital/Group #3

benefits
importance 

(1-5)
Offer Satisfaction 

(1-5)
Subtotal Offer Satisfaction 

(1-5)
Subtotal Offer Satisfaction 

(1-5)
Subtotal

Disability.insurance

Continuing.medical.
education.(CMEs)

Reimbursement.of.
dues,.memberships.
and.licenses
Malpractice.
insurance

Automobile.
allowance

Cell.phone.allowance

Other.business.
expenses

Payroll.taxes.(Social.
Security,.Medicare)

Other.(e.g.,.on-
boarding,.coaching)

benefits Page 2 subtotal
benefits Page 1 subtotal
compensation subtotal

Totals

continued
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Prioritizing offers
It’s. decision-making. time.. Write. the. totals. from. the. three. preceding. worksheets. in. the. space. below.. Then,.
for. each. offer,. record. pros. and. cons. based. on. what. you. like. and. don’t. like. about. that. offer. or. hospital/group..
Remember. to. consider. things. that. may. not. have. been. accounted. for. on. the. worksheets,. like. the. start. date.
and.term.of.employment..Do.any.cons.represent.deal.breakers?.Why.or.why.not?

hospital/Group #1 hospital/Group #2 hospital/Group #3

Personal values & Priorities 
Worksheet Total

Physician leadership 
competencies Worksheet 

Total
compensation Package 

Worksheet compensation 
Total
Pros

cons
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Based.on.the.information.that.you.have.in.front.of.you.after.
weighing.the.pros.and.cons,.prioritize.your.offers..

choice name of hosPiTal/GrouP
first

second

Third

imPorTanT: The. offer. that. scored. the. highest. points.
overall. may. noT be. the. offer. that. becomes. your. first.
choice,.and.that’s.OK..Those.exercises.are.meant.to.give.
you.a.point.of.reference.from.which.to.compare.the.offers,.
not.to.make.the.decision.for.you.

communicating Your 
decision
Accepting.a.job.is.relatively.easy.once.verbal.acceptance.and.
letter.of.intent.are.complete..Communicating.your.acceptance.
to.the.hospital/group.is.a.matter.of.a.phone.call,.face-to-face.
meeting. or. written. communication. via. e-mail. or. letter.. It’s.
important.to.be.PosiTive.and.communicate.your.level.of.
enThusiasm.and.aPPreciaTion.for.the.offer.

For.offers.you.choose.to.decline,.give.the.hospital/group.the.
courtesy.of.an.expedient.response..Don’t.keep.them.waiting.
for.an.answer..Remember,.they.need.to.move.forward.with.the.
hiring.process.as.well..Be.prepared.for.them.to.ask.about.the.
specific.reasons.you.have.declined.their.offer,.as.they.may.want.
to.learn.from.you.about.your.experience.with.their.interviewing.

choosing the best 
offer
•. Ask.yourself.these.questions:

.{ Does. this. offer. represent.
the.best.fit.overall?

.{ Based. on. what. I. know,. will.
I.be.haPPY.there?

.{ Will. I. be. able. to. contribute.
to. the. overall. success. of.
the.hospital/group?

.{ Does. my. spouse. or.
significant. other. and.
children,. if. applicable,.
support.the.decision?

.{ Will. I. be. able. to. grow. and.
develop.professionally?

.{ Will. I. be. able. to. achieve.
an. acceptable. level. of.
work-life.balance?

•. Do. not. accept. more. than. one.
offer.at.a.time.

•. Once.you.decide,.WaiT 24-48 
hours,.or.at.least.one.night’s.
sleep,. before. communicating.
your.decision.
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process.and/or.negotiating..Keep.the.communication.shorT.and.concise..A.phone.call.is.probably.the.most.
courteous.option.for.informing.the.organization.of.your.decision..Try.to.speak.to.the.internal.coordinator.of.the.interview.
process.or.hiring.director.directly.as.opposed.to.leaving.a.voicemail.or.sending.an.e-mail..You.may.also.work.through.the.
external.recruiter.to.coordinate.the.communication.process..Keep.the.explanation.short.and.concise.like:

“I appreciate the opportunity to interview for the open position. After careful consideration, I decided to accept another 
offer with another hospital. Thank you for your time and effort. I enjoyed meeting everyone and I wish you the best in 
finding a physician to meet your needs.”

moving Toward 
employment
Once.you’ve.accepted.a.position,.the.credentialing.
and. background. check. process. begins.. There.
are.many.elements.associated.with.this.process,.
which.may.be.confusing.and.time-consuming,.but.
the.hospital.or.group.will.help.coordinate.it..This.
process. must. be. completed. before. you. start.
working.

Young residents, you who 
sweat to climb the mountain 

of medicine. Lofty it be and 
welcome, with great reward.Yet, when reaching atop the 

peak and prepared to claim the 

land, you strangely hesitate, 

pause and sit down aflatly. 
Why find friend in 
procrastination and dawdle 
in consequence? Have you lost 

your skull wits? Choose now firmly and step, 
step out. A prepared soul lacks 

no soup. 

 — Dr. Gh.
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stage 7 action checklist
Make. sure. you. have. completed. these. tasks. by. the. end. of. this.
stage:

.o Evaluate.each.offer.based.on.personal.values.and.priorities,.
physician.leadership.competencies.and.compensation.

.o Based. on. various. criteria. (location,. specialty,. population),.
understand.what’s.negotiable.and.what’s.not.

.o Select. the.offer. that.provides. the.best.overall. fit. for.your. life.
and.career.

.o Inform. all. parties. of. your. final. decision. in. a. timely. fashion,.
especially.the.positions.that.you.turn.down.

.o Cooperate. with. your. employer. through. the. credentialing.
and.background.check.process.
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